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CORRECTION ENTERPRISE DIRECTOR V

This is supervisory and administrative work in directing and guiding all Enterprise production plants and
businesses for profit, and for training inmates in an occupational field.  Employee oversees and directs
the operation of a very wide ranging group of businesses including a number of technically complex
operations.  Employee directs all aspects of Enterprise operations including production, product
development, marketing, budgeting, cost analyses, plant expansions, and the safety and training
programs.
Employee supervises, plans, directs, reviews and evaluates the work of subordinates; oversees
training programs; develops and establishes policies and guidelines; and makes the final decision on
all major adjustments to methods, procedures, assignments, goals and priorities.  Work includes the
development of long range expansion plans, reviewing and approving all requests for plant expansions,
new facilities, new equipment and new business ventures, and making the final decision regarding
plant operations based on input from subordinates.  Employee monitors expenditures, reviews
budgetary needs and develops operating budgets for each cost center or plant, and is responsible for
the profit and loss of all operations.  Employee makes the final decision on resolving major customer
complaints, adding new products or services, dropping existing products and closing out unprofitable
operations, and functions as a spokesman for the entire Enterprise program.  Work also includes
directing and stimulating research and development of new products and production processes,
developing and establishing long range goals, and the responsibility for resolving any inmate security
or disciplinary problem.  Employee is also responsible for planning for the most effective and cost
efficient use of equipment, personnel and space, and performing other duties and responsibilities as
assigned.

I. SUPERVISORY/MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS:
Planning - Employee normally delegates production planning and concentrates on the long term
planning related to adding or deleting product lines, changing production processes, expanding
facilities, adding new plants, and purchasing major new equipment.  Objectives, goals, priorities and
deadlines are usually developed and established for a four to five year period.

Organizing and Directing - Employee evaluates and approves all major changes in production
operations, methods and procedures, develops and establishes major priorities and goals, oversees
and directs the distribution of materials and products between plants, resolves major customer
complaints, directs the research and development of new products, and develops, reviews and
approves all policies concerning work rules and production, marketing and business operations.

Budgeting - Employee has total responsibility for evaluating equipment, facility and manpower requests
from subordinates, establishing priorities and goals, and for developing an overall Enterprise operating
budget along with each individual plant and service operation budget.  Employee is responsible for
overseeing and administering the budget and for the profit or loss of all Enterprise operations.

Training - Employee directs and oversees an on-the-job training program for subordinates and
inmates, and review and approves training expenses for outside seminars.

Setting Work Standards - Employee reviews and approves work rules governing production operations,
sets industry standards for quality standards, and establishes production goals for plants as a form of
quantity standards.

Reviewing Work - Employee receives customer feedback and delegates most of the review process to
subordinates although does check the more sensitive and controversial decisions.  Employee is
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responsible for making the final overall technical decisions concerning major work and production
operations, and has the final authority to accept, amend or reject work.

Counseling and Discipline - Employee oversees and directs discipline for inmates, will resolve informal
complaints and grievance from subordinates and participate in formal actions, and has the authority to
direct and administer all disciplinary procedures including dismissal of all subordinates.

Performing Other Personnel Functions - Employee directs the personnel function and has final sign off
authority for new applicants and other personnel actions.  Employee also conducts and oversees all
performance evaluations.

II. SCOPE AND NATURE OF WORK SUPERVISED:
Dynamics of Work Supervised - The work environment is usually stable with only infrequent changes in
Correction rules, procedures, production methods, equipment or objectives and goals,  Environmental
rules change more frequently.

Variety of Work Supervised - Employee normally reviews technical decisions in all the main production
operations or work fields, along with reviewing the major technical decisions in equipment/facilities
repair and maintenance.

Number of Employees Responsible For - Employee supervises and directs a very large workforce
consisting of at least three hundred subordinates along with two thousand or more inmates.

III. EXTENT OF SUPERVISION RECEIVED:  Employee is delegated responsibility to manage
Enterprise operations and works under very limited administrative and no technical supervision.
Employee develops and establishes all projects and production goals and will only discuss major
expenditure packages with their supervisor.

IV. SPECIAL ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Supervision of Shift Operations - Employee directs multi-shift operations.
Fluctuating Work Force - Subordinate supervisors are usually stable but inmates assigned and
turnover  among inmates will fluctuate a great deal.
Physical Dispersion - Employee supervises a large work force scattered in multiple plant locations.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:
Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of the tools, methods, practices, materials and
equipment used in all product or service industries.  Thorough knowledge of the rules, codes, pricing,
marketing, production and quality standards and other related aspects of all product or service
industries.  Ability to direct and oversee production operations in multiple industries and to profitably
manage a large conglomerate of for profit businesses.  Ability to review job cost estimates, price out
product lines, control production costs, direct quality control, and the ability to communicate effectively,
to supervise and direct subordinates and to establish and maintain effective working relationships.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a four-year college or university
with a degree in Business Administration or a related field; or a degree in the related program area and
a minimum of six years managerial experience; or an equivalent combination of training and directly
related experience.

Special Note - This is a generalized representation of positions in this class and is not intended to
identify essential function per ADA.  Examples of work are primarily essential functions of the majority
of positions in this class, but may not be applicable to all positions.


